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1. INTRODUCTION 
Loewy series of projective indecomposable modules of group algebras of 
some solvable groups have been studied by several authors (see 
[ 1,2,4-63). The purpose of this paper is to calculate Loewy series of 
projective indecomposable modules of the following group G (see [3]). 
Throughout this paper, we shall use the next notations. 
Let p be a fixed prime, let F be a finite field of order qp where q = pr, and 
let S be the subgroup of the multiplicative group F* of F with order 
h = (q+’ - l)/(q - 1). We consider permutation groups on F: 
U= {u~:x--+x+/?; PEF}. 
v= {L$:x+px; /?ES}. 
w= (w: x+x4). 
G = ( W, V, U).. 
Let KG be the group algebra of G over a field K containing F and let 
N(KG) be the radical of KG. 
In virtue of our Theorem 6.5 and a computer, we can calculate Loewy 
series of projective indecomposable KG-modules. Our Theorem 6.5 has 
been proved by using Jacobi sums and a nice basis of the radical of KG. 
We shall have the analogous results on the group obtained by replacing S 
by a subgroup of F* containing S (see [S]). 
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2. JACOBI SUMS 
To keep notations as simple as possible, we shall confine our attention 
to the same finite field but it is easily seen to associate our assertions with 
an arbitrary finite field. Let E* be the set of all group homomorphisms 
from F* to F* where F* is the multiplicative group of F whose multiplica- 
tion is given by (APL)(X) = A(x) .p(x) for XE F* and A, p E fi*. We denote 
the trivial group homomorphism by 1 and it is now convenient to extend 
the definition of 1 by setting A(0) = 0 if A# 1 and A(O) = 1 if A = 1. We now 
shall define Jacobi sums for A, ~1 E E* and 6 E F. 
JA5 cl) = c w P(Y)> /3+y=a 
where the sum is over all pairs p, y E F such that /I + y = 6. We shall denote 
J1 by J. 
LEMMA 2.1. (1) Jd(l, 1) = 0. 
(2) JO(il, p) = 0 for nontrivial ;1, p, 1~. 
(3) Jd(l, u) = &t(s) J(& u) for non-zero 6. 
(4) J(n, A-‘) = JO(l, 1-l) = -,I( - 1) for nontrivial 1. 
(5) J(n, p) is contained in the prime field Cl;(p). 
Proof (1) If A.= 1, then Jd(l, l)=qP=O and if I# 1, then J,(& l)= 
c /lEF. W=Q 
(2) J,(n,~)=CBEFil(B)~L(-8)=~(-1) C,w &W=o. 
(3) J&P)=M~ Cp+r=s W~-‘MW’)=&(~) J@,P). 
(4) J,,(n,n-‘) - J(&n-‘) = JO(/z, ,I-‘) + (q- 1) J(,I, A-‘) = 
c bEF JdA A-‘) = EPEF W)E,,, ~-‘b))=O by using (3). Thus we 
have J(n,n-‘)=J,(n,n-‘)=Cs,F~(-B)~-l(B)=~(-l).CgEF. l(B)= 
A(-l)(q-1)= -1(-l). 
(5) The assertion follows from the equation J(I., u)p= (CBEF ,I(/?) 
~U(1-B))P=CBEF~(BP)~(1--BP)=CyEF~(~)~(1-~)=J(~,Co. 
It is very difficult to determine the values of J(I, p) in general. However, 
we can prove the next result which will be useful. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let n be a generator of F* and let 4: nk + npk be a gener- 
ator of P*. Assume that s, t, and m are integers such that 0 -C S-C n = prP - 1, 
t=p’ with rp>e>O, and m=p rP-es mod n with n > m > 0. Then we have 
J(fj”, 4’) = -m - 1. 
Proof Let L be a permutation on B’ = { 1, . . . . n - 1 > such that 1 - qk = 
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? ‘UC) and let 8= $. Then the order of 19 is n. We can easily verify the 
following equation by using induction on 1. 
e-“.(1-@-1=&-k+ . . . +e-k+(l-ok)-’ 
for kE B’. We have the next equations by the above remarks. 
n-1 
J(d”Y 4’) = c elk) #Cl- vk) 
k=O 
n-l 
= k;l GJMk”. II’L(k)) 
n-1 
= ,c, ul --ks . rl --tL(k) 
n-1 
= 1 v-~‘+(l+r)-’ 
k=l 
n-1 
= 1 e-mk.(l-ok)-’ 
k=l 
=i$ ((zl e-*)+e-L(k)) 
= 5 (nc’ e-Ik)+nfl e-L(k) 
I=1 k=l k=l 
=,f, (-~)+~il ek 
k=l 
=-m-l. 
3. A BASIS OF KU 
To keep notations as simple as possible, we shall confine our attention 
to the same field but it is easily seen to associate our assertions with a more 
general case. It is well known that the radical N(KU) of the group algebra 
KU has a basis {ua - 1; BE F*). However, it is not so useful for our 
purpose. So we consider a mutch better basis, 
R,= 1 Wb, 
for 2 EF*. We can easily see that R; =O, R, =CBEF 2(jI)(us- l), and 
up - 1 = -Cloe* l(fl-‘)Ri for /?#O. Thus {RA; AE~*} is a basis of 
N(KU). The next lemma will show that this basis is useful. 
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LEMMA 3.1. (1) R,R,=J(~, p)Rl,. 
(2) (R,)“fl=,?(b-l)Rj, where VIE Vand (R,)“fl=ug’Rnup. 
(3) (R,)” = R, where ,u = ,I”-‘. 
(4) Let S be a subgroup of F* with the order h and let 
4, 22, . ..> 1, E P*. Assume that f, and f, are idempotents of KV correspond- 
ing to ,u and v E 3, Then 
f,R,, Ri., . . . Ri.,fv = 
R,, &, . . . Rd.fv if p=(lqA*...&JS.V 
O otherwise. 
Proof 
(1) R&=( c W%)( c P(Y)%) BEF YEF 
If ilp # 1 then J,(A, p) = 0 and if Ap = 1 then J,(A, p) = J(& p) by Lemma 
2.1(l), (2), and (4). Thus we have the desired result. 
(2) (&)“p= 1 4Y)(%J)“p= 4B-‘) 1 4YB)Q 
veF YEF 
=A(fi-‘)R,. 
(3) (W”= c MY)‘“- 
YCF 
= 1 Awm’(y”) uyw= R, where p = A”-‘. 
YEF 
(4) fpRn,Ra . . . Rl,fv = h - ’ c P(Y) 0; IRA, . . . Ri,fv 
YES 
= (~2 (4 . ..Us~v)s&. ...Rl”fv. 
Thus we obtain our assertion. 
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We set Qk = R, where & = &‘” for k = 0, 1, . . . . rp - 1 and 4 was defined 
in Lemma 2.2. It is easy to see @$ = 0 for all k. The next will be the founda- 
tion in this paper. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. CD;- ’ @- ’ . . . @:peell # 0. 
Proof: In virtue of Lemma 3.1( 1) it remains only to prove the following 
equations 
where s=(I+l)pk-1 and t=pk for k=O,..., rp-1 and l=O,...,p-2 
((k, I) # (0,O)). It is easily seen that prppks = prp -prp-k + 1 mod prp - 1 
and O-~p’~-p~~-~ + I< prp - 1. It follows from Lemma 2.2 that 
J(qP,f)= -p’P+prp-L/-l= -/-I#0 
since O<l+l <p. 
Let s, t be elements in B = (0, 1, . . . . qp - 1 }. Set s = i, + i, p + . . . + 
i,-,prp-’ and t=jo+jlp+ ... +jlp-,prp-’ where ik, jkEX= (0, l,..., 
p-l}. we put s*=~~p:ol ik and we may consider that an element 
@z.. . @:;:‘i and a number s are identical using the following product # : 
s#t= 
s+t if i,+j,<p for all k 
0 otherwise 
for s, teB. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. We set B3,={acB; a*as} for all ~20 where 
B= (0, 1, . . . . qp - l}; Then we have that ‘$JS is a basis of N(KU)“. 
Proof: First we show that b0 is a basis of KU. For UE do, we set 
a’=qP-l-a. Then we have a # a’#0 and h # a’=0 for bfa and 
b* > a* using Proposition 3.2. So we shall prove that elements of !&, are 
linearly independent over K. In fact, if C paa = 0 then we select the element 
a with the minimum a* and multiply both sides by a’ with the product #. 
Then we have b,=O by the above remark and so on. It follows that ?I$, 
forms a basis of KU. 
Noting 23, is contained in B,, we have that 23, is linearly independent 
over K. Since N( KU) is generated by elements R,, we can see that N( KU)’ 
(s > 1) is generated by RA, RI,. . . RAS. On the other hand it follows from 
Lemma 3.1(l) and Proposition 3.2 that for every AE~*, there exist YE F* 
and a E B - (0) such that RI = ya where a* 2 1. Thus N(KU)S is generated 
by 8,. This completes the proof. 
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4. N(KG) 
The next is fundamental in this paper. 
LEMMA 4.1. N(KG)” = N(KU)“KG + Ci+k+j=n N(KU)‘N(KW)k. 
e, N( KU)’ where k runs over X - { 0} and e, = C, E S u,. 
Proof Since WV is a Frobenius group by (h, q - 1) = 1, we have the 
assertion for n = 1. For every element /I E F, there exist y E S and 6 E GF(q) 
such that b = ~6. Thus 
eoupeo = eou3eo = eOugeO 
and so 
weoupeo = eouSeow. 
We can prove our lemma by induction on n using this together with the 
fact that U is a normal subgroup of G and e,w = we,. 
We set [ = q4 ~ r and let 0 = ds be the restriction of C$ to S. Then we have 
(c)=S, O([)=iP1, and g=(0). {ek=h-1C,.s8k(a-‘)o,:k=0,1,..., 
h - 1 } ) is the set of all primitive idempotents of KV. We shall define e, - e, 
if and only if (es)wk = e, for some k E X= (0, 1, . . . . p - 1 }. For integers s and 
t, we also define s - t if and only if s - tqk mod h for some k E X. Then it 
follows that s - t if and only if e, - e,. Hence we shall classify the set 
A = (0, 1, **., h - 1 } and let A - be the set of all representatives under this 
equivalence relation - . Then the number of elements in A - is 
(h - 1)/p + 1. We set MO = Ko where e =C,, wV x, M, = KWVe, for a 
non-zero t E A -, and P, = KGe, for every t E A -. Then MO is a trivial 
KG-module and M, is a (left) KG-module on which U acts trivially. We 
leave it to the reader to prove the following. 
LEMMA 4.2. The set {M,; t E A- } is the set of all distinct irreducible 
KG-modules and every P, is the projective cover of M,. 
Thus A” is just equal to the set of irreducible KG-modules and of these 
projective covers. 
5. LOEWY SERIES OF PO 
The next is essential in this section. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let E; be the set of representatives in classifins the 
following set E, with respect to the equivalence relation N. We set 
E,= {aEB;a*=t}, 
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where we use the identification in the remark preceding Proposition 3.3 and 
B= {0, 1, . . . . qp-1). ForeachsEE;, wesetE,,={aEE,;aNs}. Thenwe 
have the homogeneous K WV-module L, = Ct, E E,X Kb with the module operation 
given by conjugation and the KVW-module N(KU)‘/N(KU)‘+ ’ with the same 
module operation can be expressed as a direct sum of homogeneous 
components L, 
N(KU)‘/N(KU)‘+ ’ = 1 @L,, 
where s runs through E;. 
Proof: It is easy to see that L, is the homogeneous component for all 
SEE; by the equations 
a’( = (-“a, a’” z aqP- ’ mod h, 
and 
(a”‘)*=a* for each aEB. 
Proposition 3.3 yields that N(KU)*/N(KU)‘+ ’ has a basis E, and so it is 
the direct sum of L, where s runs through the set E;. 
The following gives the Loewy structure of P,. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let a,, = I E,,I for s # 0 and a, = p lEtol, where E,, is the 
same notation in Proposition 5.1 for each integer t > 0 and s E A” and I E,,I 
is the number of elements of the set E,,. For each integer n > 0 and s E A”, 
let gES be the multiplicity of the irreducible component M, of the (n + 1)st 
Loewy factor N(KU)” PJN(KU)“+’ P, of P,. Then we have the formula 
where k runs through the set 
{k;O<k<p-1 andO<n--k<rp(p-1)). 
Proof. It is easy to see that the set {a(w - l)‘e,; aE B, t E A’> is linearly 
independent over K. Using that we,uSe, = e,uDe,w for /?E F (see the proof 
of Lemma 4.1), we can see from Lemma 4.1. and Proposition 3.3 that 
N(KG)“e,= c Ka(w- l)‘e,. 
a*+rrn 
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Thus we have 
N(KG)n e, = 1 Ku( w  - 1)’ e, mod N(KG)“+’ e,. 
a*+r=n 
Our assertion follows from Proposition 5.1 since ua(w - 1)’ e, = 
a’-‘(~ - 1)’ e, for u E V and w’u(w - 1)’ e, = a”-‘(~ - 1)’ e, 
mod N(KG)n+l e, where a* + t = n. 
6. LOEWY SERIES OF P, FOR NON-ZERO t 
The next is necessary later. 
LEMMA 6.1. We set l<s<p, t=p-s, and l,<l,< ... <l,<p. We 
consider a square matrix II= ((y)) of degree t over GF(p) where m = 
s, s + 1, . ..) p - 1 and j = 1, 2, . . . . t. Then II is regular. 
Proof. Noting that (p-l-a)!=(-l)“+‘/a! in GF(p) for O<a<p, 
we have 
(;)=c-(“, l)y 
where 
cmj = 
(  
ij+p-((m+ 1) 
) p-(m+l) ’ 
and so 
=(“,‘)...(“;‘) det(Zy-‘)/((p-s-l)! (p-s-2)!...2!1!)#0, 
where m = s, . . . . p - 1, j = 1, . . . . t, and n = t, t - 1, . . . . 1. 
The next may be well known but we shall give the proof for the 
completeness. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let aO, a,, . . . . a,,, and z > 1 be integers such that - 22 + 1~ 
a, < z for all s. Assume that Cr=‘=, a,zS = 0. Then we obtain either 
Crco a,<0 or a,=~,= ... = a, = 0. It follows from this result that if 
~~~l=Oa,=Oand~~~“=,a,z”~Omodzm+l-l, then wehavea,=Oforalls. 
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Proof We can prove the first assertion by induction on m. In case 
m = 0, it is trivial. Since a, has a divisor z, we have a, = 0 or -z. In case 
a,=O, the induction hypothesis yields our assertion. In case a,= -z, we 
have the equation 
a,-1 +u,z+ ... +u,z”-‘=O (1) 
andsozisadivisorofur-l.Thus -2z+l<u,-l<zandhenceEq.(l) 
implies CT= 0 a, < 0 by the induction hypothesis. 
Next we shall prove the second assertion by the above result. We can 
easily see 
-qz”+’ - 1)s 2 &ZS<Z”f’- 1. 
s=O 
Let I be an integer such that CT= o u,zs = l(zm + ’ - 1). Then - 2 < I< 1. In 
the extreme cases 1= 1 or - 2, it is clear that Cy= o a, # 0. In case 1= - 1, 
we have the equation 
a,- 1 +u,z+ ... +u,zm+zm+r=o (2) 
and so z is a divisor of a, - 1. Thus -2z + 1 < a0 - 1 <z and hence 
C;= o a, < 0 from Eq. (2) and the above result. In case I = 0, we have a, = 0 
for all s from the above result. 
We define sck) = -sqkmodqP-1 for~EBwhereO<s’~‘<q*-1. 
LEMMA 6.3. If j = b mod h and i # jck) = a # bck’ # 0 for some k, then 
we obtain i(w - 1)” j= u(w - 1)” b for all s. 
ProoJ It follows from the condition that i + jqk E a + bqk mod n where 
n=qP-1. Let b=j+dh. Then we have i-u+dh modn since qh=h 
mod n and so i + jq” = a + bq” rn0d.n for all s. We assume x = i # jcS) # 0. 
Thenwehavex=i+jq”~u+bq”~u+b’“‘modnandx*=i*+j*=u*+ 
(b(“))*. Thus Lemma 6.2 together with the p-adic expansion of integers x, 
a, and b’“’ yields that a # b’“’ = i # jcS) # 0. 
In the remainder of this paper, we shall fix the numbers m and n such 
that a nonzero m E A” and 0 < n < (rp + 1 )(p - 1). We shall use some 
notations for our purpose. 
C={jr~B;j= -mmodh}. 
Tj = (i # j, i # j(l), . . . . i # joP1)) for iE B and je C. 
D,=(Ty,; i*+j*= t and Kj are all distinct} where t < n. 
The next is essential in this section. 
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PROPOSITION 6.4. N(KG)” e,/N(KG)“+ ’ e, has a basis consisting of the 
following elements modulo N( KG)” + 1 e,: 
H’= {sw’e,; teX, SEB, s*=n, s#i # jfor all rjiD,,} 
I’ = {se,; SEB, s*=n, s=i #j for some rYeED, and ‘I7 has no zero 
components } . 
.TL= {i(w- l)kje,; rj~ D,-, and Tj has at most k zero components} 
where O<k<p and k<n. 
Proof We consider a linear combination of elements of sets H’, I’, and 
JL (0 <k < p and k < n) over K. If this linear combination is equal to zero 
modulo N( KG)” + ’ e, , then it is easy to see that every linear combination 
of any set is equal to zero modulo N( KG)” + ’ e,. 
It is easy to see that H’ is linearly independent modulo N(KG)“+ ’ e, 
over K. So we shall show that I’ is linearly independent modulo 
N(KG)n+l e, over K. Assume that Cse,E,s psse,-O mod N(KG)‘+’ e,. 
Then Cse,E,. /?sse,,,=Ci.+i*=. yi/, i(w’- l)jem where i(w’-- 1)j are all 
distinct and t runs over X- {O}. Thus we have that fi, = --xi #, =s yiit = 0 
for se,,, E I’ where t runs over X- (0). 
Next we shall show that Ji is linearly independent modulo N(KG)“+’ e, 
over K for every k. Assume that C biii(w - 1 )k je, = 0 mod N( KG)” + ’ e, 
where the sum runs over the set JL. Then we have that 
C Bij i(w - l)k je, = I,> 1 yi,,i(w - l)k+s je, where rYe Dnek. Comparing 
with the coefficients of w’ and using that non-zero i # j(‘) are all distinct 
(see Lemma 6.3), we obtain fiJ:)+C, Y~~(~:“)=O for i # j(t)#O where 
y&=(-l)“+‘y, and so we have 
(Bip Y;l, .-., y;ppk-l)17=0 
by setting the matrix ZZ= ((‘T”)) of degree p - k where 0 < s <p-k and. 
1 runs through distinct p - k integers with 0 < I< p and i # j(t) # 0. Since 
ZZ is regular by Lemma 6.1, it follows that pii = 0. 
Finally we shall show that the union of sets H’, I’, and .ZL (0 c k <p 
and k < n) generates N(KG)” e, modulo N(KG)n +I e, as a K-space. It 
follows from Lemmas 4.1 and 3.1(4) that the union of the sets n = {iw’e,; 
ieB, tEXand i*=n} and Q={i(w-l)kje,; iEB, jeC, kEXand i*+ 
j* + k = n} generates N(KG)” e, modulo N(KG)“+ ’ e, as a K-space. If 
i#j(“)=OforsomeswhereiEB, jEC,and(i#j)*=n,thenitiseasyto 
see that (i # j)e, = ieO je, = iwSeO je, = iw”je, = (i # j@)) wSe, = 0 
mod N(KG)“+’ e,. For fixed i, j, we assume that ‘Y= (IEX; i # j”‘#O) 
has s elements and p - s > k. We set the matrix Z= (( 14)) where 
a = k, . . . . p - 1, 1, E Y, and t = 1, . . . . s. Then by Lemma 6.1, Z’ has the regular 
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submatrix A = ((f’)) of r where b = p -s, . . . . p - 1. So the row vectors of A 
generate the rank space of f. Thus the vector ((t), (t), . . . . (“,)) is a linear 
combination of row vectors of A and hence there exist yP-$, . . . . yP- 1 such 
that 
which means 
(1, 0, . . . . 0, -Yp-s, ..., -yp-1)z-=o 
mod N(KG)“+ ’ e, (see Lemma 3.1(4)). 
Hence we can see that the union of sets H’, I’, and Ji is a basis of 
N(KG)” e, modulo N(KG)“+l e,. 
We recall and use our notations for our main theorem and our 
convenience. 
Let m and n be fixed numbers such that m E A * and 0 <n < 
(rp+ l)(p- 1). Then we set 
A = (0, 1, . ..) h-l} where h=(qP-l)/(q-1). 
B= (0, 1, . . . . qp- I>. 
C= {jeB; j= -m modh}. 
7;,= (i # j, i # j(l), . . . . i # jcp-‘)) for ie B and jE C. 
D,={~Y;i*+j*=tand7$arealldistinct} wheret<n. 
E,={~EB; a*=t} where Odt<rp(p-1). 
H= {a+m; DEB, a*=n, a#i #j for all 7;,oD,}. 
Z={a+m;aEB,a*=n,a=i# jforsomeTjED,andT,jhasnozero 
components}. 
Jk = {i; Tj E D, _ k for some j and zj has at most k zero components} 
where O<k<p and k<n. 
For each SE A-, we set EI,={a~E,; a-s}, H,={uEH; a-s}, 
I,= {~EI; U-S}, and Jks= {uEJ,; a-s>. 
Moreover we set a, = IEt,l for s # 0, a, = p lE,,,l, b, = p I H,I, c, = IZ,I for 
s#O, c,=p Ilo/, dks= IJk,l for s#O, and d,,=p IJd. 
Let g; be the multiplicity of the irreducible component M, (s E A”) of 
the Loewy factor N(KG)“P,,JN(KG)“+’ P, of the projective indecom- 
posable module P,,,. Of course these numbers may be often zero. 
We can now state our main theorem. 
THEOREM 6.5. In case m = 0, gr’ = (Ck a, - k, ,)/p where k runs through 
theset {k;O<k<p-1 andO<n-k<rp(p-1)). 
In case m # 0, gz = (b, + c, + CfI : &)/p. 
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ProoJ: The first formula is the copy of Theorem 5.2. The second 
formula follows from Proposition 6.4 and the next equations which show 
the action on elements of the basis in Proposition 6.4. 
The action on elements of the basis in H’ and I’ is given as 
vrawre, = a”- ‘wtW’V~~em = j.y+4P-r”aWlem, 
where { is a primitive h-root in F. a + qpP ‘m is equivalent to 
aq’+ qPm = aq’+ m mod h and aq’ satisfy the same conditions as in a 
modulo h. 
waw’e, = a” 
-I 
w’+ ‘em for aw’e, E H’. 
For a=i #j where ieB and jEC, 
wae, = w(i # j)em = wie, je, = iW-‘we0 je, 
-2 .w-‘eo je, = (Y’ # j)e, mod N(KG)“+‘e,, 
and i”-’ # j satisfy the same conditions as in a modulo h. 
The action on elements of the basis in Jk is given as 
ui(w-l)kje,=i”-‘(w-l)keojem=i”~‘(w-l)kjem 
for VE V and 
w’i( w  - 1)” je, E i”-‘( w  - 1)” je, mod N(KG)“+’ e,, 
where i*+j*+k=n. 
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